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Calm before storm?
US dollar ahead of much-anticipated Fed and
BoJ meetings.

Key Points

xxx

ECB : QE changes expected
in… December
Total lack of volatility across
markets spells complacency
Neutrality on Bunds, hold
long stance on 10y USTs

Volatility collapses this summer. The US’s S&P
equity gauge did not record a single 1% move
either way in the past 40 trading days. T-note
yields (1.60%) largely ignored economic
releases such as ISM and non-farm payrolls
while Bund yields remain stuck about -0,05%.
Reduced volatility levels are in stark contrast
with elevated political uncertainty. The US
Presidential election, referendum in Italy,
political stalemate in Spain and arguably
situations across emerging markets all entail
potential sources of volatility. Correlation is
high across financial markets, which may
point
to
complacency
among
market
participants regarding asset valuations.
In the euro area, bond issuance at the longend of the curve (France, Spain) and
persistent rumors of 50-year BTP syndication
exert slight upward pressure on 10s30s
spreads (56bps). Gilt yields (0.74%) have
erased earlier gains as a batch of data beat
expectations post Brexit. That being said, the
full impact of Brexit will only be known long
after the UK’s effective separation from the
bloc, likely 2019 at the earliest. Asset
allocation flows keep favoring credit over
sovereign debt, although IG spreads have not
narrowed materially of late. Spreads in
emerging markets are close to their lowest
levels year-to-date (335bps). An agreement
to support oil markets may be reached
between Russia and OPEC. The gradual pickup
in US oil output may cause renewed
downward pressure on WTI prices ($47).
Sterling rebounded above the $1.33 threshold
in keeping with upbeat UK data in the past
month. The yen trades near 103 against the

What to expect from the ECB?
The market’s focus will move onto this week’s
ECB meeting scheduled on September 8th. The
staff’s macro projections will be updated taking
Brexit into account for the first time.
Uncertainty surrounding the terms of the future
relationship between the UK and the EU may
result in modest downward revisions to GDP
growth over the 2017-2018 period (currently at
1.7% each year). Recent survey readings
suggest that 2H16 GDP growth may be in line
with the current 0.4%qoq pace. Mario Draghi
may highlight the improvement in credit
availability in the non-financial corporate sector
in Southern economies. Inflation in turn is still
below the 2% goal. Headline consumer price
increased just 0.2%yoy in August. Core
inflation, standing at +0.8%yoy, has been
about unchanged since 2013. The outlook for
prices remains consistent with June inflation
projections of 1.3% and 1.6% over the next
two years.
Market participants will look for hints regarding
the potential changes to ECB asset purchases.
Revisions to the APP scheme may not be
announced before the December meeting.
Scarcity of eligible bonds distorts market
pricing, most notably in 10-20y Bund space.
Asset-swap spread levels in this maturity
bucket are much tighter than on shorter
maturities. In fact, all of the core bond markets
face a similar issue. For this reason, revising
the capital key by dropping Germany from the
allocation rule for instance seems inadequate.
The ECB may prefer lifting the minimum yield
constraint (set at -0.40% at present). However,
such a decision would steepen the yield curve.
To mitigate upside risk on yields, the ECB could
announce a 6-month extension of its QE
program (until September 2017) and raise
holding limits (probably to 50%) on non-CAC
sovereign bonds.
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In sum, the ECB will probably adjust growth
forecasts at the margin and postpone the
announcement of changes to asset purchase
policy until December.

markets. The JGB market underwent a
correction as further BoJ easing now looks
more uncertain. Neutrality should prevail until
the BoJ meeting.

Rate market anesthesia

Stability in spreads

Volatility has vanished in financial markets in
the past two months. The yield on 10y notes
seemingly always reverts to 1.60%. Bunds
likewise trades near -0.05%. Releases of ISM
manufacturing survey (49.4 in August) or
non-farm payroll (151k) tend to ignite sharp
reactions from bond markets on both sides of
the Atlantic. Not this time. The market looks
under anesthesia, hooked on morphine doses
dealt by Central Banks. Thus, current Fed
action promotes bond yield valuations that
seem increasingly inconsistent with its own
interest rate forecasts. Unbiased assessment
of economic and financial market risks is not
possible to make under the QE regime.

The trendless rate market fosters carry trades
across spread asset classes, including euro
credit, emerging markets and, to a lesser
extent, peripheral sovereigns.

In this context, the yield on US 10y bonds
stands significantly below its equilibrium
value, which we estimate at 2.39%, hence the
overblown bullish sentiment on Treasuries. In
the short run, downward pressure on yields
could persist although Fed policymakers may
talk up the possibility of a September hike.
Technical analysis suggests indeed suggests a
bullish context as long as bond yields remain
under 1.65%. Curve flatteners in both 2s10s
and 10s30s spreads still look appropriate.
In the euro area, Mario Draghi is unlikely to
make announcements at the upcoming ECB
meeting; hence we see good reason to keep a
neutral duration stance. On technical grounds,
a resumption of the bullish pattern would
require a break above the 165.37 resistance
and further gains towards the previous high of
165.63. The issuance of 10y Bunds (nominal
and inflation-linked) may add to steepening
pressure. For this reason, we remain neutral
on curve trades. We hold on to our 2y swap
spread widener. In the UK, data since Brexit
invalidates pessimistic growth scenarios.
Potential upside risk on Gilt yields is however
limited given that the BoE overpays
secondary-market levels in its QE transaction.
An overweight stance is warranted in Gilt

As regards peripheral bonds, political deadlock
prevails in Spain. Mariano Rajoy could not
gather a relative majority, which could lead to a
third round of general elections in a year, next
December. Moody’s (Baa2, stable) will review
Spain rating on October 14. The issue
combined with long-term supply pressure
(Bonos 2046 for instance) have led to modest
profit-taking. Buying resumed on Monday on
Spain’s debt. Ten-year Bonos offer yields of
1%. The premium on Italy is about 20bps vs.
Spanish
Bonos.
The
Italian referendum
represents significant risk, all the more so that
consequences of a ‘no’ vote are not known. The
likely syndication of a 50y BTP may initially
weigh on market, but the bond sale is likely to
be lure investors. In turn, core markets offer
little value in terms of yields/spreads, so that
final investors have no option but peripherals.
Overweight exposure in Bonos and BTPs are
recommended. In core space, we indeed see no
value and, even, downside risk as markets
incorrectly price in changes to the ECB’s QE
allocation rule in favor of core bonds.
Euro credit markets keep benefitting from ECB
support. The Institution holds €20.4bn worth of
corporate bonds and may accelerate buying as
supply picks up in September. ECB transactions
in primary markets only account of 6% of the
total to date. We expect the ECB to increase its
presence in primary markets. The spread on
the asset class hovers about 108bps vs. Bunds.
High yield spreads narrowed by 49bps from a
month ago to 373bps. The search for yield,
evident in credit fund flows, is supportive for
the asset class.
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Main Market Indicators
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